Work Ethics In A Bag
Work Ethics
Teamwork
Communication
Productivity
Organizational Skills
Cooperation
Attendance

Character
Attitude
Appearance
Respect
Punctuality
Integrity

Supplies Needed
- Paper bag (or ziplock)
- Construction paper or notebook paper
- Markers / something to write with
Instructions
- Write your name on your bag
- Cut or tear your paper into smaller pieces (1 per activity)
- Once you have completed each activity, fold the paper & put it inside your bag
Activities
1. Write each of the work ethics above with their definition in alphabetical order.
2. Who is your favorite teacher or administrator? What 3 work ethics are they best at?
3. Which 2 work ethics do you most need to improve on? How are you working on this?
4. Which 2 work ethics are your strong points? Give an example for each.
5. Design a piece of jewelry (earrings, necklace, etc.) that describes one of the listed work ethics.
6. Create a word pyramid using the listed work ethics.
7. Write a song or poem using one of the listed work ethics (must have 6 lines).
8. Create a comic stripe demonstrating the opposite of a work ethic.
9. Design a word cloud using the listed work ethics, in a shape of your choice.
10. Which work ethic do you think is most important? Why?
11. Why are work ethics important in the healthcare field? Give an example.
12. Create a mnemonic device for one of the listed work ethics.
13. Pick a word from the first column & write a short story to include the word & a healthcare career.
14. Pick a word from the 2nd column and create a joke about the word (positive or negative).
15. Describe how good work ethics can affect your life outside of your career.
16. How do these work ethics relate to HOSA?
Reflection
Discuss the items in your bag as a class. Then, keep your work ethics bag and remember to open it
when you start a new job or career. Allow this to serve as a reminder of the work ethic qualities needed
for you to succeed in your career.
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